Press Release

New Windows Git client Tower reaches 1.0
The popular Git client brings all of Git’s powerful features to Windows.
Berlin, Germany - November 15th, 2016. Today, German software company f ournova launches
version 1.0 of Tower for Windows - a new Git client for the Windows platform. With Git being an
essential tool in today’s developer world, Tower now enables Windows users to take full
advantage of Git’s powerful feature set while simplifying its complexity.
On the Mac, Tower has already attracted over 80,000 customers worldwide in companies like
Google, Amazon, Salesforce, and IBM. Therefore, the Windows version of the application had
been much anticipated.
As part of a beta program thousands of users had early access to the software. Today, version
1.0 is finally released and available for purchase.
"Over the years, we have received countless requests for a Windows version of Tower”, notes
Tobias Günther, CEO of fournova. “Today we are proud to bring the same powerful feature set,
tried-and-tested workflows and a beautifully designed UI to Windows.”
To deliver the best performance and stability, the Windows version was developed completely
with native technologies. The app works smoothly with all Git hosting platforms and offers
deeper integrations with popular services like GitHub, Bitbucket, Visual Studio, Perforce, GitLab
and Beanstalk.
Tower for Windows comes with a long list of exciting features. Among them a unique conflict
wizard, extensive “undo” features, as well as support for git-flow and Submodules.
Unlike other Git tools, Tower doesn’t require any online accounts or monthly subscription. The
software can be purchased for a one-time fee.
"For us, the most important goal is to make our users more productive. Tower helps them to
master Git - but ultimately, it helps them to write better code", adds fournova CMO Julian
Rothkamp.
Users can download the latest version from the Tower website - and test it free for 30 days:
www.git-tower.com/windows
The Mac version of Tower has been on the market since 2011 and become one of the most
popular tools amongst Git users. Over 80,000 customers worldwide - from independent

developers and startups to Fortune 100 companies - already rely on Tower to easily and
productively work with Git through a native desktop application.
Pricing & Availability:
A single-user license is available for $79 and includes all future 1.x upgrades. Licenses can be
purchased from the product website. Volume discounts are available as well as discounts for
students and educational institutions.
Owners of a license of “Tower for Mac” receive a 20% discount when purchasing the Windows
version.
More information about Tower including a screencast, screenshots and a compact press kit is
available at www.git-tower.com/about/press.
About fournova:
fournova is an independent software company from Germany. Founded in 2010, fournova
develops Mac and Windows apps such as the popular Git client Tower which helps over 80,000
customers from startups to Fortune 100 companies to easily and productively work with the Git
version control system.
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